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He wants her and won't take no for an answer. Under Aizen's fiery touch Kimberly burned in desire

briefly and then he disappeared. She was seduced by his charms and basked willingly in a night of

passion. Consequences occurred. Now, two years, later he is back and just as sexy as he ever was.

Their attraction is unmatched in its intensity and reignites into a blazing flame. Aizen and Kimberly

started out as strangers but in one night ended up as so much more. Their fiery desire may be

tested by the realities of one another lives. When the smoke clears, will love reside in their hearts?

Or will fate play a trick on Aizen's pursuit of Kimberly's heart and tear them apart for good?
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Both Kimberly and Aizen are guilty of lies of omission to each other. I can understand Kim but Aiden

should have come clean. Both of them were afraid of losing the other.Theresa wrote a story that

was realistically enjoyable. With that said, I HATE CLIFFHANGERS! This story got me all wound up

for a finally!

I loved this book aside from a few grammatical errors. Not realizing it's a series as I was getting



really into it it ended. Aizen and Kimberly sure has made some wing covers but I do hope they can

work things out. It may take quite a while because u see nothing but drama coming from him since

mother and the fact that her family can help him business wise. I hear that Kimberly and her

daughter will be right back where she started, without Aizen

I really enjoyed this book. This is my fourth book from Theresa Hodge and I must say I am

impressed by her writing style. I cannot wait to read the continuing story.

Five Stars..Loved it

I really wasnt expecting a cliffhanger especially from this author!! I loved the concept of the story.

But I'm not going to lie the h really irked me to no end. I truly understood her plight but she h really

held on it to til the wheels fell off. I really hope the lies and deceit to cost them to loss on the love of

a lifetime!!!

Aizen met Kimberly for the first time, one night on the beach. Several misunderstandings on both

sides were explained when they finally were able to meet again several years later, but everything is

not fully resolved.Looking forward to the next part of this series.

Aizen and Kimberly have passion for each other burned hotter than blazing sun in July. Aizen and

Kimberly have unconditional love for each other. Aizen has some unfinished business and forgot to

tell his lady love, Kimberly. However, Kimberly found out and I can't wait for outcome in part 2.

Words can not describe the fire and desire between Kimberly and Aizen. They both seduced each

other mentally, physically and emotionally. Each page had me turning anxiously for more. Aizen is

the type of man I dream of and he came to life in this amazing story I enjoyed reading!
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